Why create a revision timetable

1. **Get all the information you need** - this includes your exam dates, lesson timetable, shifts at work and when you’re meeting your friends.

2. **Block out the times you can’t study** - be realistic, if you’re not going to work before 10am on a Sunday block that time out.

3. **Pick a revision start date** - pin down a day to get started and think about your revision priorities. Some subjects and topics will take longer than others.

4. **Plot your revision sessions** - decide how much time you’re going to spend on each topic and schedule in breaks.

5. **Display your plan** - a plan is no good if you don’t check it. Print it out and put in on your wall so that you can remind yourself what you’re studying and when.
Create a revision timetable

• You can either make it by hand or use the website https://getrevising.co.uk/ you’ll need to create an account.

• We recommend the website, as you can easily edit it overtime!

• Remember once the timetable is done you need to think of specific tasks/topics to study in those hours to help break it down into manageable chunks.